
Shire Scarf

Note: If you want to use this pattern for non-personal use,just credit me. And share pics. of finished scarf of couse.

Materials:
*About 300 yards of any worstedweight 
yarn(gauge isn’t required, if you want the 
scarf lighter or thicker, just change the
yarn weight/hook size)

*5.5mm(I) crochet hook

Note: I used less than a skein of Cascade220Note: I used less than a skein of Cascade220
and my scarf measures about 5‘ x 3.5’‘
(though you can make yous as long/short as 
you want).

special sitches used--Puff stitch: 
Wrap the yarn over the hook, insert the hook as normal
 and draw through as if youwere making a 
double crochet(though don’t finish).Repeat
wrapping yarn and pulling up loops until there are
9 loops on your hook.Wrap yarn again and pull final 
loop through all loops on your needle.loop through all loops on your needle.

Foundation: chain 200. This is for a short scarf, you can add
more or less if you want a different length scarf.

Row 1: sc into 2nd chain from hook and every found. chain

Row 2: chain 3, make puff stitch into 4th chain from hook,
 *chain 1, skip stitch, make puff stitch into next
 stitch* repeat from *

Row 3: Chain 3, make puff stitch in the stitch between theRow 3: Chain 3, make puff stitch in the stitch between the
 first two puff stitches from the previous round,
 *chain 1, skip stitch, make puff stitch into the next
 stitch* repeat from * making sure you're puffs are
 between the previous rounds puffs

Row 4-6: Repeat round 3.
You can choose to make the scarf wider by repeating the 3rd
round as many times as desired.round as many times as desired.

Final round: Chain 1, sc into every stitch. break yarn and
weave in any ends.
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